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Andrew Schorr: Greetings. Welcome to this program. Everything you always want to know 
about clinical trials in CLL. In San Diego, I'm Andrew Schorr, and joining me is - 

Esther Schorr: Esther Schorr, also in San Diego.

Andrew Schorr: And we've been on a 25-year journey with CLL. I've been living with it for 25 
years. Esther's my care partner. We're very devoted. We’re the co-founders of Patient Power. 
And why are we doing this program, Esther?

Esther Schorr: Well, first of all, I'm glad we're doing it because for a lot of years, you have been
a clinical trial participant on and off. And clinical trials are such an important option for many 
CLL patients as they're headed toward some treatment, but we often get the question, should 
you join a clinical trial or just stick with a known treatment regimen? And I think our conversation
today will kind of explore the pros and cons, what's involved in a clinical trial, and when you 
should be considering one. So, our wonderful two guests are Dr. Steven Coutre, who is a 
professor of medicine and hematology at Stanford University Medical Center. It's wonderful to 
see you again, Dr. Coutre. And Dr. Adam Kittai, who is a hematologist/oncologist at the Ohio 
State University Comprehensive Cancer Center. So, it's wonderful to see you as well, Dr. Kittai.

Andrew Schorr: I want to hit something right off the bat. Just briefly that's of interest to every 
CLL patient, every care partner is, how do we know and what research is going on to find out to 
what degree we're protected in this, as we maybe come out of the pandemic or many people 
are, or we worry now about the Delta variant. So, what about that? I, for instance, was in the 
Leukemia & Lymphoma Society study about antibodies and they were undetectable. Now, I'm in
the study about T cells. What's going on for you all related to a B cell malignancy CLL to figure 
out whether we're protected or not, Adam?

Dr. Kittai: Yeah, I think that the most important question to our patients is, “If I get the vaccine, 
will it prevent me from getting severely ill with COVID-19?” And that's a really hard end point to 
figure out. You have to look at a lot, a lot of patients over time, and collect the live data to 
answer that specific question. And so, I think that a lot of the studies that we have, we're looking
at surrogates for severe infection, or I should say, not surrogates for severe infection, but 
surrogates for an immune response against the vaccine, thinking that if you get an immune 
response, you'll be protected from a severe infection, right? And so, we have the antibody 
studies ongoing that are at LLS. And as you mentioned, there are some studies that are looking 
at T cell responses. So, remember that when we are testing for antibodies against the COVID 
virus, that's only one aspect of the immune system that gets activated by the vaccine.

So, although the antibody test is the easiest to do, we're not sure if somebody who is negative 
by the antibody tests didn't mount some other response that could be potentially helpful for 
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somebody with COVID-19. So, in terms of the research that's ongoing, we have the LLS phase 
that you just mentioned. There are also a couple of different academic consortium studies 
where different academic centers are combining our data total and looking at it to see how our 
patients with CLL have been doing over the last year and a half. How many of our patients have
gotten the vaccine, and also how many of the patients who've gotten the vaccine have gotten 
severe COVID-19 and what their antibody response might look at.

So I know a couple of different studies that are looking at… I know that here at Ohio State 
University, we're looking at our own internal data too, and there's also a study at Ohio State 
University that's looking at cancer broadly for anybody who's getting the vaccine at our 
vaccination center. And so, I think that there's a lot of studies ongoing that are trying to answer 
that main question of, does my vaccine protect me from severe COVID? And I'm hoping that we
have some new ideas about what vaccination means for our CLL patients to come out soon.

Andrew Schorr: Dr. Coutre, in the interim, while we don't have this data, you're asked 10 times 
a day, people in there, how should I live my life? I'm a CLL patient. What are you telling people 
while we don't have the data?

Dr. Coutre: Well, it's 20 times a day, by the way. So, what I emphasize is we don't know what 
correlates with efficacy of the vaccine, whether it's the antibody response, the titer of the 
antibody response, what about cellular immunity, as Adam was talking about. We just don't 
know, and we're not going to know for a while certainly. And so, what I emphasize is, don't 
assume that the vaccine was completely ineffective if you had no antibody response. For 
example, so can you get together with folks who have been fully vaccinated in your home 
without masks? Yes. I think that's safe. We don't see transmission that way. Beyond that, when 
you're in an environment where you don't know about people's vaccination status, you have to 
make a reasonable decision for yourself. What is that risk? Are you going to go to an indoor 
concert with 50,000 people? Well, maybe not, but are you going to go to the park? Are you 
going to go to a restaurant and eat even indoors? I think those things are more reasonable.

But what it really highlights is the fact that we should encourage everyone to be vaccinated, 
because that's what's made the difference. There are many fewer people around us who can 
transmit the virus now. And that's why we see extremely low transmission rates, at least in 
California and the Bay Area right now. We've proven that. So, if somebody is reluctant, remind 
them that this is not just about themselves, this is about everyone else around them, including 
those who are much more vulnerable. And I think patients with CLL, and other blood cancers 
definitely fall into that category. So, do it for someone else.

Esther Schorr: I just have one follow-up question, Dr. Kittai. So, I'm living with somebody who 
is vaccinated, who is a CLL survivor, who didn't produce antibodies. Is it safe for me to assume 
that different than a year ago or a year and a half ago that God forbid, Andrew should contract 
COVID, that there are now treatments, and we've been talking about vaccines, but there are 
treatments being developed or have been developed that would help reduce the impact of the 
disease on him or someone else who was immune compromised, vaccination aside?
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Dr. Kittai: That's a great question. The answer is, is that in the last year and a half, there hasn't 
really been a breakthrough in the treatment of the virus. That being said, our experience of 
treating the virus is vastly different than it is now than it was when it first started, and our 
healthcare systems are not being overwhelmed. And so, I think that there's still a very high risk 
for patients who get COVID, especially our CLL patients who we know might do worse if they 
get COVID than healthy individuals. That being said, we have much more experience and 
guidelines treating this disease, as opposed to sort of just giving random therapies, willy-nilly, 
without having an idea of what works or what might not work.

There's been more data coming out, showing things that don't work and things that do work at 
this point, but that still is helpful because anything that we do might cause harm. And so, I think 
there are some pros. I think the pros are that we have a lot of experience now treating this virus.
We know that steroids work, and we know that certain other interventions work as well, but 
there's been a dearth of novel treatments being developed, or at least approved. They're being 
developed, they just haven't been approved, I should say.

Esther Schorr: That helps. Dr. Coutre, anything to add to that?

Dr. Coutre: No, I would agree. I mean, we... I think the better supportive care, the lack of 
overwhelmed healthcare systems, is a big factor. Of course, we have remdesivir (Veklury) and 
dexamethasone (Decadron) for the hospitalized, severely ill patients. And increasingly, the 
monoclonal antibody cocktails are very interesting. And I think certainly if I had a patient with 
CLL contract COVID, with symptomatic, even if they didn't require hospitalization, that's a 
treatment that I would seriously consider.

Andrew Schorr: Okay, let's move on. So, when we've done our surveys of CLL patients, a high
percentage of you are interested in clinical trials and a lot of you talk to your doctor about trials 
and that's great, but you don't go into it lightly. I was in the Phase 2 trial of fludarabine (Fludara),
cyclophosphamide (Cytoxan), and rituximab (Rituxan), like 21 years ago. Patient number 60, I 
remember. And they gave me a whole bunch of papers to sign and black boxes, this could 
happen and that could happen, it's daunting. So, we have lots of questions, a little bit about the 
process in the safety. Esther, why don't you kick that off?

Esther Schorr: Yeah, I mean, we'll do, this is sort of the basics of clinical trial 101. So, we can 
move through that fairly quickly. So, can say Dr. Kittai, maybe start, can you briefly explain how 
a trial idea comes about? How does that start?

Dr. Kittai: Yeah, that's a great question. So, there are a couple of different ways that clinical 
trial ideas come about. I think that the two main ways are either something looks good in 
preclinical studies, which means lab work using CLL cells from our patients, either in mice or in 
what we call culture, which is a culture that grows the CLL cells, where we can study the effects 
of drugs on the CLL cells. So, that's pre-clinical work. That's one way that a clinical trial, a drug, 
or a new drug might be developed and brought into clinical trial. Another way that clinical trial 
ideas often come about, is there might be an agent that is already approved for other diseases, 
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other cancers, other hematologic malignancies, and there is evidence that since it works in this 
other disease, it might also work in another disease, right? And then in a similar fashion, we 
often steal from each other in a way that we also combine two medications together.

And so I think that there have, in recent highlights in the CLL world, I know we'll talk a little 
about this later, but combining BTK inhibitors and CAR T-cell therapy is a new thing. And so 
that's the different ways that I think that the idea for how to implement a new therapy come 
about, it's either through preclinical work, which is a huge way that it comes about, and an 
important way, or taking already known active agents from other cancers and using them in a 
new disease type or combining them with something that already works.

Esther Schorr: Okay. So, Dr. Coutre, what has to happen first before a new clinical trial 
actually gets initiated? Are there some hoops that have to be jumped through? I would guess 
there's something having to do with safety or selection criteria. What are the things that have to 
be set up first?

Dr. Coutre: Well, there's many, many things of course, and it depends on the nature of the trial.
And in some cases, it has to be reviewed and approved by the National Cancer Institute. For 
some of our big national trials, the concept has to be approved. In other cases, of course it has 
to be reviewed by the FDA. For very early trials that say come out of those preclinical 
discoveries that Adam was describing, it might involve an application for an investigational new 
drug. So, a lot of paperwork, a lot of regulatory issues. And then the practical aspects are 
designing the trial, keeping in mind safety, having statisticians involved to help with designing 
how many participants are needed to answer a question, and then multiple stages of approval at
a given institution. It often involves a review by a scientific review committee to make sure that 
this is a scientifically valid question being asked.

Secondly, the institutional review board, and a review board is really other individuals within the 
institution often have really nothing to do with, say cancer in particular, but are skilled in making 
sure that the trial is ensuring patient safety and that it's conducted properly. And so that's a very,
very important review step. And once you get all the approvals together, of course, if it's... You 
have to have money to run a trial. So, where's the source of funds? Sometimes that involves 
developing budgets, sometimes it involves a philanthropy that you've gotten, and then other 
logistical considerations that I won't go into detail and actually setting it up and saying, "Okay, 
we're ready to go."

Esther Schorr: Mm-hmm (affirmative).

Andrew Schorr: Okay. Let me ask this question, Dr. Kittai. So, most CLL patients, certainly not 
all, but most are older. I'm almost 71, but many people are in their sixties or seventies. And they
often have other stuff going on. They may take a bunch of pills for other things. And so that 
comes to exclusion criteria, right? So, somebody could be watching, they get real excited about 
one of the trials we talk about in a few minutes, and then they see you if they're at Ohio State 
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and you say, "I'm sorry, Mr. Jones, you've also got blah, and that doesn't fit in." That kind of 
stinks. Could you talk a little bit about exclusion?

Dr. Kittai: Sure. When I see a patient and we together decide that a clinical trial is right for 
them, usually what happens is when I'm seeing a patient in my clinic, I have an idea of certain 
clinical trials that they might be a candidate for. And so, I usually present the clinical trials to the 
patient; we come to a conclusion that this is the trial that we want to go forward with. They 
usually first get the consent and get signed up for a screening appointment. And the point of the 
consent is for the patient to look over what's entailed in the trial and the risks of the trial. And the
point of the screening is for us as investigators to do a thorough job, making sure that the 
patient truly is a candidate for the trial. So, the screening appointment is kind of the appointment
to make sure that the patients meet all those inclusion and exclusion criteria.

So, there are both inclusion and exclusion criteria, and sometimes they can flip back and forth 
depending on how you view them, but they're just a certain list of rules that are trying to both 
protect the safety of the patient, and I'll talk about that in a second, as well as make sure that 
the outcome is a valuable, right? So, my point being is that it's trying to get more of a 
homogenous or an equal patient population that you enroll. Because you can imagine that let's 
say a clinical trial, and some do this, allow all cancer types. And we bargain down the deep end 
with that one, but sometimes that does happen. You can imagine that at the end, you might 
have trouble saying that this particular treatment works in one specific cancer type because you 
might have enrolled 300 patients, but only to have that cancer type. So, you're losing the ability 
to actually do a good systematical analysis.

So those are the reasons why the inclusion, exclusion criteria exist. Specifically for the patients 
and coming into your scenario of, "Hey, I may not need these inclusion-exclusion criteria." It's 
usually about safety and it's usually harder to get onto a Phase 1 trial than a Phase 3 trial, and 
we'll talk about the different phases in a hot second, I imagine. Because a Phase 1 trial is 
usually evaluating the safety of that specific drug in that specific disease, and it's usually a drug 
that hasn't been well studied in this particular scenario. And so, if you have a drug that's not well
studied in a particular scenario, you may not want somebody to be enrolled if they have kidney 
dysfunction because their kidneys might not be able to clear the drug, causing some terrible 
side effects.

So, usually in the Phase 1 setting, they're more exclusive. Whereas in the Phase 3 setting, 
we've already established safety, we've already measured different pharmacokinetic and 
pharmacodynamic effects of the drug on the person's body, and usually the Phase 3 kind of 
tries to mimic sort of the general population of the disease. And so usually the exclusion-
inclusion criteria gets a little bit more liberalized as the phases go on. And-

Esther Schorr: What happens to Phase 2?

Dr. Kittai: So, Phase 2 is initial efficacy. So, Phase 1 is safety, Phase 2 is initial efficacy, and 
then Phase 3 is usually comparing to standard of care. It's the best, the general overview of the 
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different phases, but then we have things like Phase 1 and Phase 1B, and Phase 1, Phase 1-2, 
and Phase 2, Phase 2B. So, there's other things, but in general, it's Phase 1, Phase 2, Phase 3,
and there's also Phase 4 too.

Esther Schorr: What happens in Phase 4?

Dr. Kittai: 
Post-marketing. So that's when a company might want to look at a drug over a huge population.

Esther Schorr: Yeah. And I just, I'm asking about the phases and perhaps Dr. Coutre, you can 
comment on this. I ask about the phases because often we get questions from people. “Well, 
should I even be looking at a Phase 1 trial or consider entering it versus being in a Phase 3?” 
So, this helps putting context, but any comment about that, Dr. Coutre, about how patients 
should approach looking at those trials based on phases?

Dr. Coutre: Yes. Well, they, I mean, they definitely generally need guidance because it can be 
very confusing, but as Adam pointed out, Phase 1, those are very... Sometimes they're first-in-
man studies. First time the drugs have ever been studied in a person. So, it's safety, safety, 
safety. And just seeing if it's something that can be given, and you're not going to consider that 
as a CLL patient getting their initial treatment, you're not even going to be eligible from an 
ethical standpoint. Phase 2 is where a lot of patients are interested in because it may be a drug 
that we know a little bit about, maybe we've seen some initial efficacy and it's usually not 
randomized, so you know that you actually get the drug, but it often will involve looking at 
different doses also, trying to define a special dose or a safe dose. And then the Phase 3s 
usually are those bigger randomized and compared saying, "Well, here's the standard, and 
we're going to test something against that."

And people often talk about, "Well, am I going to be a guinea pig? Am I going to get a placebo?"
I mean, in some cases, a placebo-control trial is appropriate, but most don't involve a true 
placebo. Most are testing a real standard versus a new drug. A good example, Andrew, you 
mentioned to FCR. So that became the standard of care. And then along came a drug like 
ibrutinib (Imbruvica), and it made its way through various trials until we did that upfront trial. 
Phase 3, randomized trial FCR versus ibrutinib with rituximab, and that's a great example of a 
Phase 3 trial.

Andrew Schorr: Okay. I have a question that came in from Peter N. So, Peter N. May be my 
age. Dr. Coutre, are there trials for people who are over 70, or is age an exclusion? Because 
again, a lot of CLL patients are 70 or older.

Dr. Coutre: Well, speaking about CLL in particular, I mean, after all, the average age of 
diagnosis is 71. We better darn well have trials for people over the age of 70. And we should. 
And I think in the past, in the FCR era, all of those trials were skewed towards younger patients.
And it really was not representative of the average CLL patient, but now with these newer drugs 
that are much better tolerated, we do trials in older age groups, and we don't have an age limit. I
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tried really hard to enroll a 98-year-old patient, I remember a few years back in one of the CLL 
trials. So, fundamentally when we're designing exclusion criteria, if we are going to exclude on 
the basis of an age, we have to have a justification for that.

Andrew Schorr: Dr. Kittai, so just a question about being in a trial versus a known therapy, 
right? So, some people might say, "I don't know if I want to be in a trial," because basically if it's 
not broken, don't fix it. If venetoclax (Venclexta) or combination or ibrutinib, one of those BTKs 
is working, why do some... So, when do you talk to patients about where a trial might fit in?

Dr. Kittai: Yeah, that's a great question. So, I talk to basically every single one of my patients 
about trials. I think that there's a lot of benefits across the board for trials. For one, a trial... I 
won't plan on enrolling a patient on a trial or bring it up if I don't think that the trial will benefit the 
patient. So that's number one. So, a trial that I'm bringing up to a patient, there's a reason why 
I'm bringing it up. I think the patient will benefit. And the point of the trial is always to do better 
than what we're already doing. And there's no way of knowing if we can do better than what 
we're doing now than by enrolling patients onto clinical trials. So for one, I think that the trial's 
offered because I think the trial could be beneficial for the individual patient that's in front of me, 
but enrolling on trials to do better across the board not only helps the patient, but also helps 
future CLL patients.

Other things that always happen in all of these trials is whenever someone is enrolled in the 
trial, we wind up taking also more blood typically to do studies in the lab on. So, the entire 
process is a little bit circular. So, patients enrolled in the trial to get a new therapy that's 
beneficial to them and other CLL patients. And we're also studying what's going on in the 
patient's CLL back in the lab to make future inferences to help future patients, and maybe even 
that patient who's sitting in front of me. So, it's important to enroll patients on trials for those 
reasons. And in general, I'm not bringing up a patient, I shouldn't say in general. Always, I'm 
bringing up trials in front of patients because I think that patient will benefit from that trial. And I'll
always go over with the patient reasons to go on the trial versus reasons why they may not want
to go on the trial. And there's always that weighing the reasons why and why not, and what's 
best suited for the patient's [inaudible 00:26:39].

Esther Schorr: Thank you for that. So, let's get to, pardon me for the vegetarians and vegans, 
but let's get to the meat and potatoes here. I know that there are a lot of people who are 
listening, who want to know more specifically about the most important current trials. So maybe 
Dr. Coutre, could you talk a little bit about what some of the trials are that are going on that you 
think people should be looking at, talking with their doctors about?

Dr. Coutre: There are big national trials, there's three major cooperative oncology groups in this
country that the most academic centers and importantly community practices can participate in. 
And so currently there are Phase 3 randomized trials for CLL that compare a standard of care 
arm, for example, ibrutinib or ibrutinib plus an antibody obinutuzumab (Gazyva), versus three 
drugs together, adding venetoclax to the mix. And in that arm, for example, the potential to stop 
therapy instead of a continuous therapy, as we traditionally do with ibrutinib. So, a trial like that 
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is sort of a win-win, because both arms are great, both are going to be effective, but it's asking a
different type of question, continuous versus time-limited. One other aspect of a trial like that 
that often is the case is those drugs are provided without cost in the context of the trial.

So there's one example of those big national trials like that. And then I think in general, a lot of 
combinations of these drugs that we have, venetoclax, the BTK inhibitors, combinations looking 
at time-limited therapies, and there's all sorts of variations of those. Some are at individual 
institutions, so-called investigator-initiated trials, some are more broadly available. And so that's 
why I think that, as Adam was describing, he has a number of trials available to him that he's 
participating in. And he's asking himself when he sees a patient, whether one of these trials may
be appropriate for them, is it potentially beneficial for them.

Andrew Schorr: Dr. Coutre, I just have a follow-up related to people who were on watch and 
wait. And I think you and I, and Debbie Stephens from Utah have spoken about this before. My 
understanding is there is a trial to see whether earlier intervention has a benefit. Could you talk 
about what research is going on there?

Dr. Coutre: Yeah. So, you're referring to just a very recently open trial and this is within the 
cooperative groups. Dr. Stephens is leading that study. And it's asking an age-old question. 
What about a watch and wait? What about watch and worry? So, it's a trial that if you, within a 
year of diagnosis and you happen to fall into a higher risk category based on some of the 
features of your CLL, higher risk, meaning much likely to progress sooner, for example, with 
your CLL, then patients are randomized to either traditional watch and wait or immediate 
treatment. And in this case, it's with the combination of venetoclax and obinutuzumab, so it's a 
one-year therapy. It's a time-limited therapy. For those in watch and wait, if they do eventually 
progress, then they would be offered the same treatment. And it's asking a simple question. If 
you treat earlier in this group, will you live longer? Do we change, fundamentally change the 
disease so that you benefit from it? So, I think the time is ready for a trial like that because we 
have such more effective drugs.

Esther Schorr: So, Dr. Kittai, I know you can mention some of the trials that you're involved in. I
don't know if this is one that you are, but I know that we get a lot of questions about BTK 
inhibitors and now non-covalent BTK inhibitors. One that's been mentioned by a number of 
people in questions is about LOXO-305. So, can you explain what this is and why does this 
matter in sort of the armamentarium of possible things to treat CLL?

Dr. Kittai: Pirtobrutinib, or LOXO-305, is a new BTK inhibitor. There are currently many BTK 
inhibitors that are currently in development, and the ones that are currently approved for the 
treatment of CLL, which are ibrutinib and acalabrutinib (Calquence) specifically bind to the 
Bruton tyrosine kinase at a specific location in a specific way. And because of this, we have 
learned that the cancer cell can overcome the binding of these drugs by mutating the BTK itself,
leading to resistance to ibrutinib and acalabrutinib. So that can happen over time. We're still 
looking to figure out what this means for our patients. We do know that when a BTK mutation 
develops, there is a certain amount of time that patients will continue to respond to the ibrutinib 
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or acalabrutinib. Who develops resistance, we're still figuring it out. But in the meantime, there 
have been a couple of new BTK inhibitors that have been developed that don't bind the BTK the
same way that the acalabrutinib and the ibrutinib do.

And one of those medications is pirtobrutinib, or LOXO-305. And that particular study was 
presented at ASH last year, which is our major society presentation and also published in one of
our major journals, The Lancet, and it looked at patients who had received prior ibrutinib and 
either relapsed on it or had to stop it due to an adverse event. And what they found was that this
particular BTKi, this Bruton tyrosine kinase inhibitor that binds slightly different than the ibrutinib 
or acalabrutinib, still worked and worked well even after patients received ibrutinib. So, I think 
this was an exciting thing because one of the things that we know about our current treatments 
is that they're really safe for the most part. Our patients take these pills and do great. I tell my 
patients that they'll take a pill and then go live their life and enjoy it. They're not going to get the 
typical side effects of chemo immunotherapy.

And so when we noticed that these resistance mutations were popping up, we began to get 
nervous. What do we do after patients develop resistance to these new medications? And now, 
we have evidence that we can develop very similar medications that bind slightly differently, that
are able to overcome the resistance that is developed with our very well tolerated medication. 
So, I think that this is a very promising agent. I'm excited to see where they take it. And it's also 
a kind of a proof of concept for the future, that as I said, we can develop slightly, like similar 
medications to what we know now that work really well, that may be bind just slightly different. 
And so, I think that this does two things. It's a great medication, but also has this proof of 
concept for future cancer trial development.

Andrew Schorr: Dr. Coutre, you mentioned earlier about combination therapies and, right? I 
had FCR, that was one plus one plus one equals well, a 17-year remission for me. So, I was 
very grateful. So now there have been trials and data coming out about ibrutinib and venetoclax 
and other kinds of combinations as well with or without an obinutuzumab or rituximab, CD20 
antibody. So, what about combos? It seems like there are a lot of trials on that whether you get 
a bigger bang, which is typical in many cancers to have medicines pile on. And then as you 
said, it could mean that you could stop therapy.

Dr. Coutre: Yeah, I think the major motivation in the combination regimens is to use time-limited
treatment. And our first, the most prominent example of that is the venetoclax plus 
obinutuzumab, the antibody. And based on a trial compared to standard treatment, chemo 
immunotherapy, a Phase 3 trial was shown to be superior. People responded longer. And the 
advantage is it can really drive the response much deeper – what we call MRD or minimal 
residual disease or measurable residual disease, where we use very sensitive techniques to 
detect one in 10,000 cells, one cancer cell among 10,000, or even one in a million, in some 
cases. And by achieving a much deeper response and stopping therapy, you're likely to get a 
much longer duration of response off therapy. And so, with that regimen, probably close to two 
thirds of patients achieve that response and we're continuing to follow the trial.
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Now, we had an update recently, a four-year update. So, three years later, the majority of 
patients are still without progression of their CLL. A lot of motivation to combine other drugs. 
And you mentioned ibrutinib and venetoclax, of two pills. I've joked to the manufacturers that 
they're going to come up with a combo pill. And they assure me they're not, that it's not possible.
But anyway, great rationale for doing it. And again, we've seen some early studies, Dr. Jain at 
MD Anderson has published on this. And then very recently at some very large meetings in the 
last month, we've seen the so-called CAPTIVATE study, ibrutinib plus venetoclax, very high 
rates of undetectable MRD in patients after a year of therapy, of course we, we don't have long 
follow-up yet.

And what's meant to be a so-called registration study. In other words, getting approval from the 
FDA. The GLOW study was ibrutinib, venetoclax compared to standard chemo immunotherapy. 
And that showed superiority with the combination of the two pills. So, I think that excitement and
the attraction there is a short duration of therapy, a deep response, and hopefully many years 
off therapy.

Andrew Schorr: And I'll just mention one other BTK that's approved, and you mentioned this 
earlier, Adam, about drugs approved for another cancer, and then you try it out for CLL, and one
is zanubrutinib (Brukinsa). And I know there's been data about that. So, it just seems like the 
combinations, thank God, are endless. You could have zanubrutinib with venetoclax, 
obinutuzumab, I mean, you guys are going to have to figure all this out. And then Adam, you 
spoke about it, about, you need the statistical data to say is this 1, 2, 3 combination better than 
that one? And in the end, Dr. Coutre, comes down to people living longer and living better, 
right? That's -

Dr. Coutre: Absolutely. We don't claim that these are truly curative, although from a practical 
standpoint, they may be for older patients who are just starting on therapy, but quality of life is 
huge. And that's the other obligation of these trials because these drugs are all great. They all 
work. We're not doing a trial necessarily to show that ibrutinib or acalabrutinib is better than 
each other, we're showing that they're all good and they're tolerable. They have a good side 
effect profile. People can take the combinations or people can stay on a single drug indefinitely 
and still live their life as you mentioned.

Esther Schorr: Okay. With all of that, lots of options, lots of trials going on. This is a question 
for each of you, how would you suggest a patient, somebody who is listening or their care 
partner who is doing research, how should they go about searching for trials that they might be 
eligible for? Because it obviously is a huge range of things going on, but how would you suggest
they approach that, and where would they look, other than having you over for cocktails?

Dr. Kittai: Yeah, I would say that if you live by a major academic center, you can always get a 
second opinion and go talk to the local academic center. And I think that's where most people 
would start. The problem becomes when people don't live close to an academic center. And if 
you don't live close to an academic center, you can rely on your oncologist to point you in the 
right direction, should have a good idea of what's been ongoing in their disease. They can also 
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look at clinicaltrials.gov, but the problem with clinicaltrials.gov is it's kind of like an encyclopedia 
that's without an index. And if you don't know what you're looking for, you can kind of get lost. 
And so, one of the things that I have told some patients to do is there's a neat link on the CLL 
Society website, which I know you guys have done some programs with, where you can ask an 
expert.

And so that's for people who don't have access to academic centers, are not seeing one of their 
considered CLL experts currently. And so, if you don't live within driving distance of an 
academic center where you can see somebody who just sees hematological emphases or just 
sees CLL, or just sees lymphoma and CLL, whatever it might be, an avenue to go on is to go on
the CLL Society website and ask the expert that way. And you can try your hand at the 
clinicaltrials.gov, but it's difficult. And without an expert guidance, I would imagine that most 
patients would kind of get lost. Curious to know what Dr. Coutre has to say.

Dr. Coutre: No, I agree. It's, I mean, fundamentally, if you can, it's see an experienced 
hematologist or oncologist, somehow, some way. Of course, during the pandemic, telehealth I 
think has shown us some of the great advantages. My gosh, patients have much better access 
without having to travel great distances for consultation exactly like this, and then figure out if 
they can access a trial that fits for them from a practical standpoint. I hope we're able to 
continue having some flexibility in using telehealth when we get beyond this. CLL Society, I 
think is a good one, as you mentioned. I think the Leukemia & Lymphoma Society has a 
program, including navigators to help figure out and find something. Puts you in the right 
direction. Even if you get some suggestions and you talk to your local oncologist, they may not 
be as knowledgeable, but they may be able to help facilitate getting you to say, "Well, no, that 
trial really doesn't fit you, but oh yeah. That one looks good. Why don't you pursue that at 
whatever institution is doing it." But again, get an opinion about what's out there is what I would 
really emphasize.

Andrew Schorr: Dr. Coutre, of all the trials that are out there now though, how important is it for
you to be close to someone like you who might be an investigator? Like when I was in the FCR 
trial and lived in Seattle, I had to make some trips to Huston, but not all the time. Some of the 
treatment was, a lot of it was done with my community oncologist. And back in those days, a lot 
of faxes of blood counts going back and forth. But if somebody let's say is from the Central 
Valley of California, but you have a trial that's right for them, how does that work?

Dr. Coutre: Well, unfortunately that you highlight a big, big issue with clinical trials, because 
generally the therapies have to be given at the institution participating in the trial. Even for, I 
mean, obinutuzumab is an FDA approved, commercially available drug that oncologists are 
familiar with, but if you're using it in the context of a trial, like the trial that I mentioned, the 
Phase 3 randomized trial, it's considered investigational drug and we have to give it. So, it can't 
be given by their local physician and even the pills, right? They have to come and get the pills 
from us and go back. So, it's still a big challenge to overcome those kinds of barriers that, 
there's good reasons for it, in many cases, safety, safety, safety, and giving investigational 
agents, but I think we often are a little too focused on these things. I'm perfectly comfortable 
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with my colleague in Fresno giving a patient ibrutinib on a clinical trial because they've used 
ibrutinib or giving an obinutuzumab infusion, but it's a real challenge.

Andrew Schorr: We'll continue the discussion. Maybe we'll lobby the FDA about that. Dr. Kittai,
I want to ask you about something that I know doesn't apply to most CLL patients, but some, 
like friends of mine, have had experimentally CAR T-cell therapy because all these therapies 
we're working did not continue to work for them. And their doctors tried a lot. And Dr. Coutre 
knows one of my friends very well, who kind of blasted through some of the very excellent 
medicines we have, but it didn't continue to work for him. So where are we with CAR T in that 
beginner trial? And maybe you could broaden it for a minute on, broader than that, because I 
know there’re different versions of CAR T and even natural killer (NK) cell trials. And it's 
expanding, but we don't have it yet for CLL.

Dr. Kittai: Yeah. To take a step back. So, CAR T is chimeric antigen receptor T-cell therapies. 
And what happens is patients have their T cells taken from them, so they get attached to a 
machine. We take the blood out, we sort the blood, we take the T cells, and then the T cells are 
taken to the lab where they're genetically modified to attack the cancer, okay? And so, this... 
And then they're reinfused back into the patient. So that's what chimeric antigen receptor T cells
are. And they have a lot of power in that we can make the T cells attack any cell in your body. 
And so, the concept there is that on the outside of various cancer cells, there are sometimes 
unique markers that are not on normal healthy cells, and you can make the T cell attack that 
unique marker, killing the cancer cell without hurting the rest of the body. Okay?

So, I say that there are unique markers, but there aren't really unique markers. Typically, there's
a lot of overlap in the human body, but there are certainly some markers that aren't as robustly 
everywhere as other markers. So, this development has really flourished in the aggressive 
lymphoma disease. And so, in diffuse large B-cell lymphoma, there are now three different CAR 
T-cells approved. And they target the CD19. So, they're called anti-CD19, and CD19 is that 
unique marker, I was talking about that outside of the cell. So actually, the development of CAR 
T was actually first in CLL. And what they realized was that the CAR T-cells just weren't causing
as much of a response as they'd hoped for. And when CAR T-cells were originally developed, 
they were also very toxic. There was, toxicity is called neurotoxicity and cytokine release 
syndrome, and people didn't really know how to handle those toxicities yet.

So, cue forward to now, there has been some nice developments in CLL. So, for one, we have 
these new inhibitors, the ibrutinib, and the other BTK inhibitor, which not only have been shown 
to knock the CLL back but have also caused our immune system to get better too. Where am I 
going with this? So, if you imagine that if I were to take a CLL patient's T cells, their immune 
system, they may not work as well as the healthy individuals because as we know, CLL causes 
people to be immunosuppressed. And so, what we think it didn't work back in the past was that 
we were using not great T cells because the CLL was causing the T cells not to be good. Now 
we know that we have ibrutinib that causes the T cells to function better. So, we're combining 
the ibrutinib with the CAR T-cells to allow them to boost the effect of the CAR T-cells. 
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And so there is now an ongoing study called Transcend CLL 004 using lisocabtagene 
maraleucel (Breyanzi), it's a huge mouthful, I know. It's one of the three approved diffuse large 
B-cell lymphoma, anti-CD19 CAR T-cells. And it looks pretty good. And it's working pretty well 
for CLL patients, specifically after patients have relapsed after ibrutinib and venetoclax, which 
are the two major therapies that we're using. So, the need is for patients who relapse after our 
major therapies, and we now have at least a CAR T that's showing some good results in that 
setting. So, I think that in the era of CAR Ts and other cellular therapies, CAR T sort of opened 
up the flood gates, and we will see how things get developed down the line. We talked a bit 
about this earlier, but I think what will limit currently cellular therapies from moving forward 
maybe before ibrutinib or before venetoclax is safety. So, the safety is still not as great as some 
of other medications. And so, until we solve that safety issue, they're going to probably remain 
where they are most likely developed after patients get a BTK inhibitor and a Bcl-2 inhibitor.

Andrew Schorr: There's a question about insurance. So, Dr. Coutre, so I know that the drugs 
used in a trial will be covered, but there's other stuff that goes on. And so, if somebody comes to
you, where does their insurance or lack of insurance come into play to participate in a trial?

Dr. Coutre: So, that's a very important distinction. If we're providing a drug that's investigational 
or we're doing any test or even a visit that we wouldn't ordinarily do in the care of that patient, 
then that should be covered by the trial. But if it's so-called standard of care, routine lab tests, 
many of the visits, then that is a responsibility of the patient's insurance. And generally 
speaking, we don't have problems with that. In fact, Medicare has rules about that, where at 
least for a Phase 2, Phase 3 studies, they have to be covered. So, it's usually not a barrier for 
us. Phase 1 studies are a little different and there are issues with an insurance covering those in
some cases, but by and large, it's not a barrier to participation in trials.

Andrew Schorr: That's true.

Esther Schorr: Yeah. So, there was another question that came in about if somebody 
participates in a trial and then they relapse, does that disqualify them for a future trial?

Dr. Kittai: No. So the answer is we follow closely patients who are on clinical trial and the point 
of the clinical trial once again, is to make patients live longer, as well as prevent relapses. So, 
it's going to happen on a trial that patients will relapse, and that's the point of running the trial to 
sort of evaluate the drug and hopefully have the drug cause later relapses than what would 
have normally occurred, and obviously with the hope of cure, right? Where people don't relapse,
but no, it doesn't make people ineligible for further trials.

Esther Schorr: Andrew, did you have another question?

Andrew Schorr: Well, I do. And that is related to a percentage of CLL patients develop 
Richter's transformation, Dr. Coutre. So, what is Richter's and is there any research there to 
help people with Richter's? Are there trials related to Richter's patients?
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Dr. Coutre: So, Richter's is fortunately an uncommon occurrence and traditionally it's a change 
in CLL to an aggressive lymphoma, what Adam was talking about previously, diffuse large B-cell
lymphoma, and it's always been a challenge to treat effectively. There's another sort of subtype,
if you will, transformation to Hodgkin's disease, another B cell disease. But there are trials 
ongoing. There usually are because it really is still a very much, an unmet need. Our novel 
drugs that we have now, the BTK inhibitors, the Bcl-2 inhibitors, really don't have much activity 
for that condition either, but I'll also add that this is something that we have traditionally seen in 
the chemo immunotherapy era, but particularly patients who've had a lot of prior therapy. And I 
firmly believe that in the novel therapy era, in patients who never received chemotherapy and 
instead have these drugs, that it is going to be an extremely uncommon occurrence. And that's 
been our experience to date.

Andrew Schorr: I hope that's true. So, I want to mention a few things as we get near our end. 
We do have another CLL program coming up on the 28th. We're going to talk about second 
cancers in CLL patients and it's listed on our events page, patientpower.info/events. And so, I 
did develop a second cancer and it may have come from getting the “F” or the “C” years ago. I 
developed myelofibrosis. So, and one of my friends, Carol Preston, who works on Patient 
Power, also developed sarcoma, and many of us have developed different skin cancers. So, on 
the 28th, we're going to discuss that which is so important. Hopefully you're right, Dr. Coutre. 
With these newer medicines, maybe the risk of a second cancer, at least from the treatments is 
less. The immune system is a whole other story, right, Adam? About whether our CLL immune 
system is intact, and does it leave the door open for other patients? I wanted -

Esther Schorr: And hearing all of this, Andrew, I just have to say as a care partner, hearing all 
of the trials that are going on and all of the really good work and progress that's being made and
just the encouragement to consider clinical trials, it's very hopeful. I do remember when you 
were first diagnosed, there weren't a lot of choices for CLL patients. Now, it's really more, is it A,
B, C? There's a menu of things that might work for somebody. So, I just want to say it's very 
hopeful to hear all this.

Andrew Schorr: Right. And I would just underscore, I had a 17-year remission with FCR. A 17-
year remission. I met a guy in Texas. He has never been treated again. And he was in the FCR 
Phase 2 trial, same time as me. So, consider trials. And then Dr. Coutre was talking about the 
study about watch and wait, or watch and worry. What about that? Is earlier treatment better? 
We're going to try to figure that out. And then for the smaller percentage of patients, will CAR T 
or some version of that, and even used earlier, be right for you? Just a final comment, Dr. Kittai, 
what do you want to leave our audience with CLL patients and families related to thinking about 
trials?

Dr. Kittai: So, as we had alluded to earlier, a lot of our medications work really well, they're 
really safe. And I think that a lot of the trials on the horizon work even better and are safer to a 
lot of degree. And so, talk to your physician about trials, get in touch with the second opinion in 
an academic center, use those resources because although we think very highly of what we 
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have now, there might be something available that appears to be even safer and work better. 
So, always encouraging patients to consider clinical trials.

Andrew Schorr: There you have it. Part of the discussion. Dr. Coutre, how about a final 
comment from you?

Dr. Coutre: Yeah. The clinical trials, I mean, in the early days of these drugs, they were literally 
lifesaving, no question about it. Now, obviously they're broadly available, but we're still asking 
very relevant questions that hopefully will benefit not only the participants, but the community as
a whole.

Andrew Schorr: And that's so important. I'd really urge people, always make that part of your 
discussion with your doctor, no matter where you are in hopefully your very long CLL journey. 
Where are we now? How does it relate to me? And if, do you have a trial, or is the trial down the
road or wherever, and take a look at that. I want to just mention the details of this program next 
week. So it's with Nicole Amana from Columbia related to second cancers. It's led by a CLL 
patient who's in watch and wait, Kathy Hamilton from Kansas, and then also Dr. Gregory Bociek
who's at the University of Nebraska. Who's an internist who works with patients as well related 
to second cancers.

Esther Schorr: I want to make sure to thank our experts today, Dr. Coutre and Dr. Kittai. To 
two of you, thank you so much for all you do for CLL patients. We really appreciate it.

Andrew Schorr: We love you guys.

Dr. Coutre: Thank you.

Dr. Kittai: Thanks.

Andrew Schorr: Thank you for the work you're doing.

Dr. Kittai: Thanks for having me.

Andrew Schorr: As Esther and I like to end our programs, knowledge can be the best medicine
of all.

Esther Schorr: Knowledge can be the best medicine of all.
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